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ABSTRACT

The advancement in computerized medical imaging has pushed the boundaries of

many researchers to develop automated algorithms for disease diagnosis without hu-

man intervention. Glaucoma diagnosis among various eye diseases has remained a

major challenge in the medical field. The lack of trained specialists and large patient

to ophthalmologist ratio, have motivated us to develop cost-effective computer-based

diagnostic systems that can assist medical experts in early diagnosis and aid in reduc-

ing their time and effort on healthy scenarios. In the glaucoma prediction procedure,

ophthalmologists analyze the retinal image for various eye pathologies such as increased

cup-to-disc ratio (CDR), neuro-retinal rim (NRR) loss, peripapillary atrophy (PPA),

retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) loss, disc asymmetry, etc. Through this thesis, we ex-

ploit many clinical indicators along with the recent deep convolutional neural networks

for better feature learning.

Regarding the methodology, the first contribution proposes an automatic detec-

tion and segmentation of one of the major retinal landmarks i.e., optic disc. Using the

location and intensity profile of the optic disc, a DI map is predicted using a U-net

architecture and OD is located with the LoG operator. Following this, a Generative

adversarial network is proposed to segment the disc boundary. A well-defined study

is performed among retinal datasets to validate the model performance. The second

contribution of this thesis is to use a multi-encoder U-net framework for optic cup

segmentation which significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art. The third contri-

bution detects the two major clinical indicators i.e., PPA and RNFL, of glaucoma

using two breakthrough techniques (Transfer and Active Learning) of deep learning.

We formulate a novel PPA detection algorithm using a fusion of statistical features

and high-level features from a pre-trained deep CNN. Further, we propose an Active

transfer learning framework for patch-level classification of RNFL loss. We show en-

couraging results in comparison to state of art and are able to handle well low dataset

scenarios. The fourth contribution of the thesis proposes an automatic glaucoma de-

tection algorithm using ensemble learning of various clinical signs (PPA, RNFL), an

SVM-based prediction model using cup and disc extracted features like CDR, ISNT

ratio, and finally deep pre-trained CNN-based prediction model. We perform a robust

set of experiments to validate the algorithm under all pathological conditions.
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This thesis presents localization, segmentation, and classification techniques for

medical images and can be applied to other applications. The proposed algorithms

have been validated on public standard datasets, such as Drishti-GS, Origa, Refugee,

and a private community camp-based challenging dataset collected from the All India

Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS), Delhi. In conclusion, we have shown encour-

aging results for disease identification. Ensemble learning with clinically significant

features and a deep CNN is a novel approach for glaucoma.
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सार 

कम्प्यूटरीकृत चिककत्सा इमेच िंग में प्रगकत ने मानव हस्तक्षेप के किना रोग कनदान के चिए स्विाचित एल्गोररदम 

कवकचसत करन ेके चिए कई शोधकतााओिं की सीमाओिं को प्रोत्साकहत ककया है। कवचिन्न नेत्र रोगोिं में ग्लूकोमा 

का कनदान चिककत्सा क्षेत्र में एक िडी िुनौती िना हुआ है। प्रचशचक्षत कवशेषज्ोिं की कमी और नेत्र रोग कवशेषज् 

अनुपात के चिए िडे रोगी ने हमें िागत प्रिावी किं प्यूटर-आधाररत कनदान प्रणािी कवकचसत करने के चिए 

प्रेररत ककया है  ो चिककत्सा कवशेषज्ोिं को प्रारिंचिक कनदान में सहायता कर सकता है और स्वस्थ पररदृश्ोिं पर 

उनके समय और प्रयास को कम करने में सहायता कर सकता है। ग्लूकोमा िकवष्यवाणी प्रकिया में, नेत्र रोग 

कवशेषज् कवचिन्न नेत्र कवकृकत के चिए रेकटना छकव का कवश्लेषण करते हैं  ैसे कक कप-टू-किस्क अनुपात 

(सीिीआर), न्यूरो-रेकटनि ररम (एनआरआर) हाकन, पेररपैकपिरी एटरोफी (पीपीए), रेकटना तिं कत्रका फाइिर परत 

(आरएनएफएि) हाकन, किस्क कवषमता, आकद। इस शोध प्रििं ध के अिंतगात, हम िेहतर कवशषेताएँ सीखने के 

चिए नवीनतम गहरे दृढ़ तिं कत्रका सिं  ाि के साथ-साथ कई नैदाकनक सिं केतकोिं का फायदा उठाते हैं। 

 

कायाप्रणािी के सिं ििं ध में, पहिा योगदान प्रमुख रेकटनि िैंिमाका  यानी ऑकिक किस्क में से एक का स्विाचित 

पता िगाने और कविा न का प्रस्ताव करता है।ऑकिक किस्क के स्थान और तीव्रता प्रोफाइि का उपयोग 

करते हुए, यू-नेट आकका टेक्िर का उपयोग करके एक DI मानचित्र की िकवष्यवाणी की  ाती है और OD 

LoG ऑपरेटर के साथ स्थस्थत होता है। इसके िाद, किस्क सीमा को खिं कित करने के चिए एक  नरेकटव 

प्रकतकूि सिं  ाि का प्रस्ताव है। मॉिि प्रदशान को मान्य करने के चिए रेकटना िेटासेट के िीि एक अच्छी 

तरह से पररिाकषत अध्ययन ककया  ाता है। इस शोध प्रििं ध का दसूरा योगदान ऑकिक कप सेगमेंटेशन के 

चिए एक मल्टी-एनकोिर यू-नेट फे्रमवका  का उपयोग करना है  ो अत्याधुकनक रूप से िेहतर प्रदशान करता 

है। तीसरा योगदान दो प्रमुख नैदाकनक सिं केतकोिं यानी पीपीए और आरएनएफएि का पता िगाता है, गहन 

चशक्षा की दो सफिता तकनीकोिं (टरािंसफर और एस्थिव िकनिंग) का उपयोग करके ग्लूकोमा के। हम एक पूवा-

प्रचशचक्षत गहरे सीएनएन से सािंस्थिकीय कवशेषताओिं और उच्च-स्तरीय सुकवधाओिं के सिं ियन का उपयोग करके 
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एक उपन्यास पीपीए किटेक्शन एल्गोररदम तैयार करते हैं। इसके अिावा, हम आरएनएफएि नुकसान के 

पैि-स्तरीय वगीकरण के चिए एक सकिय हस्तािंतरण सीखने की रूपरेखा का प्रस्ताव करते हैं। हम अत्याधुकनक 

की तुिना में उत्साह नक पररणाम कदखाते हैं और कम िेटासेट पररदृश्ोिं को सिं िािने में सक्षम हैं। शोध 

प्रििं ध का िौथा योगदान कवचिन्न नैदाकनक सिं केतोिं (पीपीए, आरएनएफएि) के पहनावा सीखने का उपयोग 

करते हुए एक स्विाचित ग्लूकोमा किटेक्शन एल्गोररदम का प्रस्ताव करता है, एक एसवीएम-आधाररत 

िकवष्यवाणी मॉिि च समें सीिीआर, आईएसएनटी अनुपात और अिंत में गहन पूवा-प्रचशचक्षत सीएनएन  ैसे 

कप और किस्क कनकािे गए सुकवधाओिं का उपयोग ककया  ाता है। आधाररत िकवष्यवाणी मॉिि। हम सिी 

रोग स्थस्थकतयोिं के तहत एल्गोररथ्म को मान्य करने के चिए प्रयोगोिं का एक म िूत सेट करते हैं। 

 

यह शोध प्रििं ध चिककत्सा छकवयोिं के चिए स्थानीयकरण, कविा न और वगीकरण तकनीकोिं को प्रस्तुत करता 

है और अन्य अनुप्रयोगोिं पर िागू ककया  ा सकता है। प्रस्ताकवत एल्गोररदम को सावा कनक मानक िेटासेट, 

 ैसे दृकि- ीएस, ओररगा, ररफ्यू ी, और अचखि िारतीय आयुकवाज्ान सिंस्थान (एम्स), कदल्ली से एकत्र ककए 

गए एक कन ी समुदाय चशकवर-आधाररत िुनौतीपूणा िेटासेट पर मान्य ककया गया है। अिंत में, हमने रोग की 

पहिान के चिए उत्साह नक पररणाम कदखाए हैं। नैदाकनक रूप से महत्वपूणा कवशेषताओिं के साथ सीखना 

और गहन सीएनएन ग्लूकोमा के चिए एक नया दृकिकोण है। 
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has the relevant details. This also motivates the use of the fused

Distance-Intensity (DI) Map. 57

Fig. 3.3 The proposed U-Net-based CNN structure for DI map generation.

The U-Net consists of five convolution layers with a sigmoid activa-

tion function at the end. The input is an RGB image of dimension

512 × 512. Each block has the following operations in sequence:

convolution, activation, batch normalization and dropout. The

output map gives the probability of association of each pixel to the

OD region. Sec. 3.4.1.2 has the relevant details. 58

Fig. 3.4 Tukey’s biweight loss function (a) and its derivative (b). We use

this robust M-estimator in the loss function of the U-Net archi-

tecture to make it robust to outliers: details in Sec. 3.4.1.3. Our

experiments show the advantage of using this robust M-estimator.

Fig. 3.13 illustrates representative cases of the use of Tukey’s bi-

weight function in suppressing exudates and other clinical patholo-

gies. 59

Fig. 3.5 Proposed Architecture for Optic Disc Segmentation 62

Fig. 3.6 Plot shows the (a) horizontal and (b) vertical projection profiles of

test and one of the atlas image. 63

Fig. 3.7 SIFT descriptors for test image (a)-(b) and atlas image (c)-(d)

respectively. 66

Fig. 3.8 The block diagram representation of the proposed algorithm. It

shows the three stages of work:(1) pro-processing and augmenta-

tion, (2) adversarial training, and (3) post-processing. Here the

solid lines represents the path for training the samples, whereas

dashed lines shows the testing image path for disc extraction. De-

tails are given in Sec. 3.5.2. 67
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Fig. 3.9 Pipeline of the proposed architecture. The dashed lines represents

the backpropagation losses generated during network training: Ad-

versarial and Segmentation (Reconstruction) loss. Whereas the

solid lines shows the serial transfer of data from one block to other.

Details are given in Sec. 3.5.2.2. 69

Fig. 3.10 The generator (segmentation) network (a) based on U-net model.

It consists of eight convolution layers in downsample and upsample

path. Moreover the discriminator network (b) is of four convolu-

tional blocks to classify between real or fake disc map 70

Fig. 3.11 It shows the distance map prediction under MSE scenario. In these

rows, the first image is the input RGB image, middle is the ground-

truth distance map and rightmost is the predicted distance map

corresponding to input image. It can be seen clearly that distance

map based prediction mis-classifies some of the exudates and back-

ground pixels as probable optic disc area for LoG localization. De-

tails in Sec. 3.6.1.2.1. 74

Fig. 3.12 It shows the distance fused intensity map prediction under MSE

scenario. It can be seen clearly that it shows better prediction of

map values for poor quality blurred and low illumination images.

Although in case of clinical pathology like exudates the distance

fused intensity map prediction using MSE fails for corresponding

regions as shown in first row of Fig. 3.13. Details in Sec. 3.6.1.2.3. 75

Fig. 3.13 A comparison of the fused Distance-Intensity (DI) map prediction

with mean square error (MSE) and Tukey’s biweight loss function

(in the training process). The first row shows (a) the input, and

(b) the ground-truthed DI map. The second row shows (c) the OD

prediction with the DI map with an MSE-based loss function, and

(d) the OD prediction with the DI map for Tukey’s biweight loss

function. This representative example illustrates the outlier rejec-

tion property of Tukey’s biweight loss function over an MSE-based

one. The MSE-based loss function ends up additionally highlight-

ing exudates (which are clinical pathological regions, rather than

true OD candidates). The use of Tukey’s biweight loss function

suppresses these outlier regions significantly, leading to better OD

localization. Sec. 3.4.1.3) has the details. 76

Fig. 3.14 Mean Euclidean distance error (MEDE) for each gamma value has

been plotted to choose the optimal parameter. γ = 7 and β = 7

has been selected as it gives the minimum EDE for AIIMS private

database. Details are given in Sec. 3.6.1.3. 76
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Fig. 3.15 Comparison of mean square error (MSE) Vs Tukey-biweight loss

function. Clearly, the Tukey’s loss curves for training and valida-

tion lies below MSE and thus have better generalization. 77

Fig. 3.16 Convergence rate comparison between MSE and Tukey’s biweight

loss functions. MSE loss function require more number of iterations

(epochs) to converge than Tukey’s, thus offer advantage in terms

of computational complexity. Details in Sec. 3.6.1.4. 78

Fig. 3.17 Some of the sample results with Kaggle as training and AIIMS pri-

vate retinal images as testing datasets respectively. Here, each row

represents an artefact scenario with each location representing the

raw input RGB image, middle is the predicted distance-intensity

map, and the rightmost shows the marked optic disc location with

blue cross. The first row represents the Non-uniform illumination

samples, the second row shows the blurred retinal samples, the

third row represents the clinical artefacts like exudates or hem-

orrhages etc. and the last row represents some other set of the

challenging images encountered while validating the model. De-

tails are in Sec. 3.6.1.5. 79

Fig. 3.18 Sample images from (a)-(d) belong to Drions, (e)-(f) Drishti and (g)-

(h) Rim public dataset for Optic disc segmentation. Here green and

black colour represents the proposed and expert boundary respec-

tively 82

Fig. 3.19 The bar plot represents the three performance parameter i.e., Dice

metric, disc overlap and sensitivity (in percentage) for various dis-

criminator losses. The image is visualized better in RGB color-

space. Details are given in Sec. 3.6.2.2.3. 89
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Fig. 3.20 Some representative examples of test images from all the databases.

Here the red and blue line markings show the ground-truth and

predicted markings for optic disc boundary. In the first row (A)

the optic disc image is affected by clinical atrophy named peri-

papillary atrophy (PPA) where the texture and color of pixels just

outside the disc boundary varies from the background. It makes the

segmentation procedure more complex due to the large variation of

pixel characteristics. In the second row (B) each disc boundary is

diffused into the background, thus makes the segmentation process

tough. In spite of this, the proposed algorithm is able to segment

the disc precisely. Lastly, the third column (C) shows oval-shaped

discs from the Drions dataset with different color representations.

(D) some other challenging images with pathology and artifacts.

Details are given in Sec. 3.6.2.2.3. 91

Fig. 4.1 The proposed Y-net architecture with ResNet34 model as main and

EfficientNetB0 as side encoder for optic cup segmentation. At the

bottleneck layer inception and context block are added to capture

the cup of all sizes and also to maintain the spatial consistency of

pixels in feature maps. The right side of architecture shows the

decoder path that restores the feature maps back to the original

image dimension. Moreover, the blue and violet color encoder and

decoder subblocks have been shown (right bottom), here BN is

batch normalization, Conv is convolution, and ReLU is rectified

linear unit activation function. Also, the dark brown subblocks in

decoder path represents the up-sampling operation. It is to noted

that the lowest resolution of encoder is 16× 16 pixels. Sec. 4.3 has

the relevant details of the network and subblocks. 97

Fig. 4.2 The top inception bock consists of three parallel convolution op-

erations, with each path having different receptive field dimension

in order to capture the multi-size optic cup region. Next, the con-

text block at the bottom extracts the contextual information from

the semantic features and also maintain the spatial consistency of

feature map. Details are given in Subsec. 4.3.3.1 and 4.3.3.2 re-

spectively. 98

Fig. 4.3 It shows the conventional U-net at the top and its variant Y-net

with two encoder and one decoder architecture at the bottom. De-

tails in Sec. 4.3.2.2. 100
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Fig. 4.4 Representative examples of success in the Drishti-GS [6] and Refugee

datasets. Moreover, the results have been shown on the extremely

challenging AIIMS Community Camp dataset. The AIIMS Com-

munity Camp dataset has images taken in poor lighting conditions,

using hand-held ophthalmoscopes. The rows show representative

examples of the success of correct OC boundary estimation in im-

ages from (a) Drishti-GS, (b) Refugee, (c) AIIMS, and (d) other

miscellaneous challenging examples. Sec. has the details. The

red and blue circles represent the ground-truth and predicted cup

margins respectively. Details are present in Sec. 4.4.3 107

Fig. 5.1 Some sample retinal images under non-uniform or poor lighting

conditions. The first column (images obtained from Drions dataset [7])

corresponds to a healthy retinal image at the top and its corre-

sponding cropped optical disk (OD) region, below. The second

and third columns represent PPA images and their correspond-

ing cropped OD regions collected from a private community camp

dataset (All-India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS, hereafter),

New Delhi). The PPA region in the image (marked with a white

arrow) should be detected by a CAD system. 111

Fig. 5.2 The complete pipeline for the proposed work representing three ma-

jor steps:(a) Region of Interest (ROI) Extraction, (b) Data Aug-

mentation, (c) Feature extraction from pre-trained ResNet50 [8]

and a statistical model, and lastly, (d) concatenation of features

and training of the final dense layers: Details in Sec. 5.3.1. 115

Fig. 5.3 ResNet50 [8]-based proposed architecture for PPA classification.

The upper block represents the pre-trained layers from the ResNet50

model on the ImageNet dataset. The lower block represents the

clinically statistical features extracted from ROI. We concatenate

features from both models to generate a 2117-dimensional feature

vector. We finally train the dense layers (at the right) for binary

classification. Our experimentation in Subsec. 5.5.1.3 shows that

the combination of deep features and these clinically significant

features outperforms any of the individual models. 118

Fig. 5.4 Details of the CONV and IDEN blocks from the overall proposed

network of Fig 5.3. These blocks contain shortcut connections

which help to deal with the vanishing gradient problem in deeper

connections. The upper block contains convolution operations and

lower consists of the identity skip connections. 119
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Fig. 5.5 It represents the detailed block diagram of the proposed work for

RNFL defect detection. The first four blocks which are blood ves-

sel extraction, inpainting, red-free channel enhancement and patch

generation with augmentation depicts the pre-processing steps re-

quired before training the network. Next block performs the train-

ing on patches with pre-trained VGG16 network in active learning

framework. Lastly for the tested complete image, a condition on

ratio of predicted RNFLD to total tested patches is applied to avoid

any false positives in final image prediction. Details are given in

Section. 5.4. 123

Fig. 5.6 It shows the detailed pre-processing steps of the work. In the first

row it starts with a RGB image as input, extracted binary blood

vessels, inpainted RGB image. Next in second row green channel

inpainted image, equalized green channel inpainted image and ex-

tracted RNFL defect patches in red square are shown. Details are

given in Subsection. 5.4.1.1-5.4.1.2 . 125

Fig. 5.7 The stage diagram of proposed active transfer learning (ATL) method

for RNFL defect detection from patch based training samples us-

ing VGG16 pre-trained network. Here input training image is a

patch with 64× 64× 3 pixel dimension and consists of three chan-

nels (red-free). The channels are green, blue and contrast green

channel. Details are given in Sec.5.4.2 127

Fig. 5.8 The figure shows the test patches extracted from the region of in-

terest for image level testing of RNFL loss. The optic disc center is

marked with blue cross, the ROI is a circular region shown around

the optic disc with red circle and finally the extracted patches for

testing of 64 × 64 pixel dimension and 50% overlapping. Details

are given in Sec.5.4.3 128

Fig. 5.9 The proposed method performs well for a wide variety of difficult

PPA pathology variations, which includes impressive performance

on a community camp-based dataset with poor illumination, poor

sitting conditions and low-resolution hand-held ophthalmoscopes.

The first row shows difficult cases with a wide variety of PPA tex-

tures. (The text box below each figure shows the corresponding

PPA probability as estimated by our method.) The second row

shows retinal images with poor resolution due to blurring or other

motion artefacts. Sec. 5.5.1.3 has the details. 131
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Fig. 5.10 A representative example of successful PPA detection (a) in spite

of high illumination, and some noise as well. In this case (b),

the ResNet50 model-based features gives low probability value of

0.479 and mis-classifies it as healthy. The statistical features are

relatively unaffected by the high illumination (a probability value of

0.66). The proposed fused feature technique enables the successful

classification with a probability values of 0.78. 132

Fig. 5.11 An example of another difficult query image(healthy), with some

dark texture around the optic disc (a). The ResNet50 model mis-

classifies this as a PPA case. A classification with clinically statis-

tical features correctly classifies this as a healthy case. The pro-

posed fused feature technique enables the successful classification

with the minimum PPA probability among the three (0.009), which

indicates a healthy eye. The adjoining bar plot (b) indicates the

relative PPA probability scores corresponding to the three meth-

ods. 132

Fig. 5.12 A representative example (a) of the proposed fusion technique suc-

ceeding when deep features and statistical features individually

misclassified the image. This is a difficult-to-classify example of a

healthy eye. Both statistical features and ResNet50 individually

failed to classify the query image as Healthy (b). Here, the fusion

strategy works with a PPA probability score of 0.12 (and a con-

sequent Healthy Eye probability of 0.88). Sec. 5.5.1.3.1 has the

details. 133

Fig. 5.13 Successful classification on some representative challenging images:

The first row shows the query PPA images collected from commu-

nity camps. The second row represent the healthy images from

publicly available datasets. The probability scores shows the suc-

cessful classification in spite of blurry/varied pathological cases.

The text box shows the PPA detection probability from our pro-

posed fusion approach, and the ground truth(GT) marking by ex-

perienced ophthalmologists. Details in Sec. 5.5.1.3.1. 134

Fig. 5.14 Implementation details: No over-fitting. The graphs above show

the loss (a) and accuracy (b) performance of our PPA classifica-

tion for training and validation data with each epoch. The model

clearly learns the data without any over-fitting. More details are

in Sec. 5.5.1.4. 135
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Fig. 5.15 The plot shows the number of training samples at each iteration of

active learning method Vs test accuracy of patch-based learning.

It clearly shows that as the number of labelled samples increases

in training set the test accuracy increases. Details are given in

Sec.5.5.2.2 138

Fig. 5.16 The bar plot shows the effect of various selection criterion’s on

the test accuracy. It shows that high entropy criterion when used

for sample selection gives best test accuracy of 97.75% over other

metrics. Details are given in Sec.5.5.2.2. 138

Fig. 5.17 The graphs above show the (a) accuracy and (b) the loss perfor-

mance of our RNFL patch classification for training and validation

data with each epoch. The model clearly learns the data without

any over-fitting. More details are in Sec. 5.5.2.3. 140

Fig. 5.18 The figure shows the complete test image, from where testing

patches are generated and fed input to the model for testing. The

blue color dotted squares represent the predicted RNFL defect re-

gions and the red shows the ground-truth RNFL defect areas. It

can be seen that most of the predicted patch overlap with GT and

thus gives high sensitivity. Details are given in Sec.5.5.2.2 142

Fig. 5.19 Comparison of FROC curves for different RNFLD detection algo-

rithms. Details are given in Sec.5.5.2.4 143

Fig. 6.1 The figure (a) shows a sample retinal (or fundus) image. It consists

of three major anatomical structures i.e. optic disc (optic cup

inside it), macula and blood vessels. An enlarged version of optic

nerve head (ONH)/optic disc has been shown in (b) with expert

annotated optic disc (OD) and optic cup (OC) boundaries. The

healthy image shows a orange color neuro-retinal rim (NRR) region

between cup and disc. Details are given in Sec. 6.1. 147

Fig. 6.2 The block diagram shows the complete pipeline of proposed algo-

rithm. It takes the RGB retinal image of dimension 605× 700 pix-

els as input and perform various pre-processing steps to highlight

the significant features such as blood vessel extraction, vessel in-

painting, image enhancement etc. A series-wise implemented steps

include optic disc segmentation using chanvese based active con-

tour, optic cup segmentation with multi-thresholding and vessel

bending information. In the last step of proposed algorithm, CDR

and ISNT parameters are used to classify the image into glaucoma

or normal. Details are given in Sec. 6.3.1.1. 148
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Fig. 6.3 Curve C propagating in two-dimensional space along normal direc-

tion. Details are given in Sec. 6.3.1.1.2. 150

Fig. 6.4 (A) The input RGB image is pre-processed to extract (B) Red

channel image with an (C) initial circular mask (red circle) and (D)

finally active contour is applied which results into a curve fitted to

the optic disc boundary. At last image (E) gives the segmented

binary disc OD. Details are given in Sec. 6.3.1.1.2 152

Fig. 6.5 Some sample glaucoma images that shows pallor region marked

with blue color for cup segmentation. As the disease progresses

the pallor color becomes yellowish-white. Details are given in

Sec. 6.3.1.1.3.2. 155

Fig. 6.6 Retinal blood vessel in-painting for pallor region extraction in RGB

images. The top left image represents the cropped RGB image

with extracted region of interest for cup segmentation and bottom

left corresponds to vessel-inpainted RGB image. The blood vessels

have been fused into the background which clearly brings out the

margin between cup and rim regions. The idea is to blend the

vessel colour into the cup to create a smooth intensity region in-

side cup for thresholding. Moreover, the second column shows the

thresholded outputs corresponding of images with no and inpaint

images. Details are given in Sec. 6.3.1.1.3.2. 155

Fig. 6.7 It shows the Step 1 and 2 of the cup segmentation algorithm. The

input RGB image after global multi-thresholding gives a segmented

image in color space (second image from left), along with the high

intensity pixels shown in red color along with blood vessels sur-

rounding it (third image from left). Finally the resulted convex

hull operated binary image (last image) gives initial estimate for

cup region. Details are given in Sec. 6.3.1.1.3. 156

Fig. 6.8 The series-wise implemented steps (Step 3-7) for cup segmentation

includes (a)vessel cleaning: hair-like vessel trimming, remove small

vessel segments, remove nearby branch points etc. (b) significant

branch point selection based on criterion (c) Fit a best possible

circle to all extracted branch points in all sectors (d) use Coarse-

to-fine multi-thresholding information to refine the cup boundary.

Details are given in Sec. 6.3.1.1.3. 158
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Fig. 6.9 It shows some of the sample results for disc and cup segmentation.

The black circles corresponds to proposed disc (outer) and cup

(inner) boundaries. The dotted circles in red, green and blue shows

the three expert marked cup boundaries. Moreover, the vessel

bend points are also shown with blue circles which gives the close

estimate to true cup margins. Details are given in Sec. 6.3.1.2.2. 162

Fig. 6.10 Proposed CNN architecture for glaucoma diagnosis 166

Fig. 6.11 Loss (a) and Accuracy curves (b) for the proposed CNN as glau-

coma classifier 171

Fig. 6.12 CNN prediction score for Glaucoma. (a) Score for true glaucoma

images and (b) true healthy retinal images. 172

Fig. 6.13 Pipeline for Glaucoma Diagnosis. Details in Sec. 6.3.3.2. 173

Fig. 6.14 Categories of Glaucoma datasets. The left image shows the cate-

gory A database image which has optic disc centered retinal im-

ages from the Rim-one dataset. On the right side the B category

database are represented by a full size retinal images extracted

from ORIGA database. Details in Sec. 6.3.3.4. 179

Fig. 6.15 ROC curve for Drishti dataset with six standard pre-trained CNN

networks. 182
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